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1 Executive Summary 

The present report, titled “Second year report on Business Strand Activities” describes the results 

achieved in the second year by the consortium activities in:  

 gathering the user requirements of the Cultural Heritage (CH) sector; 

 defining and planning for a “Business Cycle” for 3D-COFORM;  

 planning and implementing tools testing and deployment experiments;  

 defining a strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation;  

 establishing the Virtual Centre of Competence in 3D (VCC-3D); 

 addressing Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues. 

Following the strategies implemented in Year 1 improvements have been made in identifying and 

focusing the final user requests, via the feedback collected during all the activities of testing, 

training and deployment. This has consolidated the interaction of the consortium partners with 

the cultural heritage professionals and brought a deeper understanding for those involved in 

technical developments. 

During the second year, working closely with the technical strand, the Enterprise Board has 

developed the following actions: 

 refined the design of business processes for using digitisation technologies in professional 

environments; 

 planned testing strategies and carried out testing activities; 

 established a list of deployment experiments to be financed with unallocated founds; 

 conducted some initial deployment experiments with maturing existing tools together with 

cultural heritage institutions. 

 established a methodology for strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation. 

 analysed business models to generate input and help shape business models for the VCC-3D. 

To achieve this, the technical and enterprise areas need to work together closely, coordinating 

phases of planning, deploying and assessing and establishing the processes for the use of the 

tools. According to the practical business requirements of cultural heritage institutions, this is 

informing 3D-COFORM in formulating the basis on which to establish a VCC-3D, taking into 
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account the range of potential services, the mechanisms for their delivery, likely costs and 

potential revenue streams. Part of this process is to use the opportunities provided by working on 

deployment experiments with cultural institutions to discuss not only current practice and 

requirements, but potential future business models that could be empowered by 3D technologies. 
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2 Introduction 

During the second year of activities of 3D-COFORM the “Business Strand” and the “Sector 

Engagement Strand” have been consolidated to form the Enterprise Board. Such a merger of 

distinct and separate elements is aimed at achieving greater compactness, strength, and 

efficiency, characteristics needed in order to achieve the success of the project and to lead the 

experiments toward the demonstrators. 

Thus the “Enterprise Board” coordinates the activities of WPs 10, 11, 12 and 13, addressing issues 

concerning support and implementation of the tools developed by the project in the Cultural 

Heritage sector.  

Although it incorporates previously defined “Business” and “Sector Engagement” Strands the 

reporting in terms of deliverables still follow the structure built into the description of work. 

The tasks currently being reported by the Enterprise Board in this deliverable include:  

Business activities 

 Business Processes Definition (Task 11.1) 

 VCC-3D (Task 11.2) 

 Socio-economic Impact (Task 11.3) 

Deployment activities 

 Testing (Task 10.1) 

 Training (Task 12.1 and Task 12.2) 

 Deployment experiments (Task 10.2 and Task 10.3) 

Assessment activities 

 Evaluation and Assessment (Tasks 10.4, 10.5 and 10.6) (not yet started) 

 

The central objective of 3D-COFORM is to make the 3D digitisation of artefacts and sites a practical 

and standard way of documenting “tangible” Cultural Heritage (CH). For this, 3D-COFORM is 

advancing the state-of-the-art in 3D technologies, developing state-of-the-art 3D digitisation, 

navigation and searching technologies; critically, it will identify and research the organisational 

strategies, business propositions and processes, and operational conditions under which it would 

be possible for these technologies to be deployed effectively in CH organisations. To achieve this, 
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a number of contributing objectives need to be met in the technical domains of 3D digitisation and 

semantic organisation of data. In addition, the project needs to understand the strategic and 

operational implications of 3D digital assets to a CH organisation - the collection and use of 3D 

digital assets in sustainable models of business operations that take into account strategic 

planning based on the results of socio-economic impact analysis. 

3D-COFORM's Business Strand is complementary to the Technical Strands, working alongside them 

to identify and develop processes to deploy 3D mass digitization using competitive new 

technologies and to enhance the sector’s competence base in using them. Mass digitization is the 

process which will enable technical experts, and potentially every CH institution, to acquire large 

quantities of 3D digital assets. All the results achieved serve as input to, and are exploited by, the 

Sector Engagement Strand that also helps to collect user requirements and feedback from CH 

professionals to assist in developing appropriate technologies and business processes. 

The vision of 3D mass digitization from the 3D-COFORM perspective requires the following issues 

to be addressed: 

 Gathering the user requirements of the CH sector 

 Defining and planning for a “Business Cycle” for deploying 3D-COFORM tools 

 Planning and implementing tools testing and deployment experiments 

 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation 

 Addressing IPR issues 

In addition to establish the VCC-3D, 3D-COFORM needs to: 

 Define the relationship between the suppliers of services, the services the VCC-3D provides 

and CH institutions 

 Define a sustainable business model for the VCC-3D and agree it with stakeholders 

 Develop prototype services that the VCC-3D will deliver and get feedback from the target 

audience 

 Establish the VCC-3D as a legal entity 

Several approaches were adopted during the user requirements activity (see deliverable D2.1 and 

D10.1) to get input from different user perspectives. D2.1 reported on a number of activities used 

to collect user requirements. These include direct consultations between individual technical 

partners and the CH institutions with which they collaborate; documenting prior experience of all 

partners; attendance and discussions at events where numbers of CH professionals gather; the 

development of case studies; and the formation a high-level Sector Advisory Board. The case 
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studies acted as a way of recognising and consolidating user requirements for a particular 

application and contributed a focus to the tools and deployment activities of the technical strands. 

The Sector Advisory Board has been establishing a better interaction with CH professionals 

through the experience and expertise of senior professionals working in the sector. 

During the second year of the project, a first draft of a “Business Cycle” has been conceptualized 

and first steps towards the creation of a functional VCC-3D have been taken. The “business cycle” 

aims to identify a systematic process for developing the sector's capacity for 3D mass digitization 

and subsequently bringing this potential capacity to fruition. This process considers the stages of 

planning, deploying and assessing the activities conducted during the digitisation process and the 

research objectives of experiments in deploying this cycle.  

The activities planned for tool testing and deployment experiments will provide a research base 

for the issues CH organisations will face when deploying innovative 3D technologies for the 

digitisation of their assets. Inevitably adapting to these technologies will impact on their current 

practices, which will require further support, not only from the technological perspective, but also 

from a business perspective. This is because to enable mass digitization within small, medium and 

large CH organisations, it is necessary to address strategy issues, business models for the 

exploitation of the 3D technologies and assessing the socio-economic impact of 3D digital 

collections. The developments in this area include reviewing previously proposed business models 

for the sector as well as further elaborating and adapting the tools and methodologies for impact 

assessment.  

In the medium term, the project expects to establish the VCC-3D as a sustainable legal entity 

capable of providing independent advice and access to services to the sector. Work has therefore 

been conducted to gather information about the possible forms that the VCC-3D could take, as 

well as business models for the development of 3D assets especially during its phase of 

demonstrator. Other issues considered are enabling the VCC-3D to access and provide support to 

CH organisations to use 3D technologies in a sustainable manner. 

The interest from Europeana to collaborate with 3D-COFORM for the distribution of 3D content 

has provided a focus for questions about how to handle copyright and IPR for the 3D assets and 

collections, and also the access to data and metadata available via the 3D-COFORM repository 

described in deliverable D3.1. 

The activities within the Business Strand include training and discussions during the Post Review 

meeting in Crete, June 2010, panel discussions during the Sector Advisory Board meeting held in 

Paris in September 2010, during the successful VAST conference, the 3D-COFORM workshop held 

in Paris in September 2010 and the Integration Week in Darmstadt in October 2010. These 

discussions and other developments and plans will be detailed within the following sections.  

Section 2 presents the specific user requirements for the Business Strand, while section 3 presents 

a proposed business cycle for 3D-COFORM. Sections 4, 5 and 6 detail the activities relating to 
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tools, their testing and deployment experiments. Section 7 presents the methodologies behind 

strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation. Section 8 describes IPR issues followed by 

preliminary studies and VCC-3D feasibility. Finally, Section 10 presents the conclusions. 
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3 Business Cycle for 3D-COFORM 

One of the aims of 3D-COFORM is to develop tools to enable 3D digitisation within CH 

organisations on a large scale. In particular, the Business Strand activities are concerned with the 

question: how can the technologies developed within the project be deployed to support mass 

digitisation? To address this question, the project has planned to test the tools developed within 

3D-COFORM in real life situations.  

The working practices, that the use of the tools in "real" conditions implies, will be trialled; as well 

as developing and testing tools to address strategic aspects, such as planning  and measuring the 

socio economic impact of their use within CH organisations. Other issues such as the training 

required for their use will also be evaluated. The results and feedback will suggest further 

refinement and development of the tools according to the 3D-COFORM development model.  

The tests will also help to identify good practice and guidelines and be useful input to the research 

on sustainable business models for the VCC-3D. It will not, of course, be possible to monitor long-

term sustainable impact during the lifetime of the project. 

Figure 1: 3D-COFORM Business Cycle 
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3.1 Identified procedure usable for 3D-digitization 

To formalize the process of working within a professional environment such as museums or 

cultural heritage institutions is a slow process, subject to very strict regulation; since when an art 

work is moved, an agreement needs to be made between the organization doing the digitization, 

the curator, the specialized handler who will manipulate the piece, and the security agents. All of 

this requires accurate planning in accordance with the different persons, taking also into account 

the workflow schedule and other participants (e.g. visitors). For a mass digitization campaign, this 

process becomes even more complicated, mostly due to security reasons. 

Some standards for 3D digitization are currently trying to emerge, mainly derived from 

photography standards already applied in the cultural heritage field. An adaptation and the 

assessment of these norms in the context of 3D digitisation are needed. 

For example these are principles derived from the French norm NF Z40-350 for photography: 

 Establishing a document stating the aim and goal of the digitization. This document should 

indicate at least the name of the organization, the contact person in the museum, the 

service offered, the aim of the digitization (scientific analysis, documentation...), the price 

of the service (if applicable), the insurance details. 

 Having this document signed by both parties, within 10 days after the request of the 

museum 

 Describing and / or showing the mode of digitization to the curator, in order to ensure the 

non-destructiveness of the method used. 

 Planning the technical operation in advance, so that no problem is encountered with any of 

the parties during the digitization. 

 Defining the mode in which the result will be given to the curator making the demand, and 

in which format it will be archived. 

 Having the means of conservation of the art works certified by an accredited organisation 

chosen commonly by the museum and the organization doing the digitization. This can 

cover aspects such as fire protection, anti-theft system, vermin protection, etc...   

 Defining the role of the different persons who will interact with the art work, if they can 

manipulate it or not, and in which conditions. 

 Defining rules for the management and dissemination of the different documents. 

In particular, the French normative NF Z42-013 covers digital archiving: 
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 For every digitization made, a serial number should be associated with the digital file. In the 

3D-COFORM case, this requirement is already met, with the UUID used in the repository. 

Experiments are being carried out on the use of an unique identifier common to our 

repository and the Museums ones. 

 An overall file regrouping all the statistic and follow-up of the digitization should also be 

accessible, in order to trace all the work done on the different art pieces. The 3D-COFORM 

repository is aimed to be compatible with the most advanced protocols of Long Term 

Preservation of data. In particular the new extension to CIDOC-CRM, called CRMdig, 

enables recording of every single operation on a digital archive. 

 The presence of a cryptographic method is to be determined, in our case, the watermarking 

algorithm implementation and the “per user” rights assignments. 

3.2 Acceptance and Release testing 

According to the 3D-COFORM Description of Work three different kind of tool testing are 

identified: 

 System testing (Task 3.9): made internally by developers, or in joint meetings when 

integration is concerned, it aims at ascertaining the proper functioning of the tool in 

compliance with the design and the expected features. It uses test experiments. System 

testing is reported using a form, describing the tests performed, the testing environment, 

the test data and the test outcomes. (This will help in providing evidence of testing as 

required by the Review Recommendation 2 that implies that such tests are not sufficient 

but however necessary.) This activity falls outside the scope of the enterprise board 

activities. However reports of tests carried out at any major release are made available to 

complete the test documentation. 

 Acceptance testing (Task 10.1): it involves “internal users”, in particular cultural heritage 3D-

COFORM partners, to validate the conformity of tools to users’ requirements. This is done 

using two complementary mechanisms: 

o Testing events: this face to face testing focus mainly on those non-mature tools, 

where developers will support the testing of their tools under controlled conditions.  

o On-line testing: this testing will make use of a testing package to enable users to 

test specific functionalities with the minimum amount of training. The testing 

package provided with each released tool, should include: 

 A set of instructions for testing the functionalities on which developers are 

interested in getting feedback.  
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 A test dataset to support the test 

 Instructions to download the software  

 A questionnaire with relevant questions  

 Skill sets required to use the tool. This will be critical for most mature tools 

which have a defined user base. 

During these tests user’s feedback are collected via qualitative and quantitative methods and 

reported back to developers. In the case of tool chains, the acceptance testing involves testing the 

integration of the workflow of the tools. 

 Release testing (T10.2 and T10.3): it involves Cultural Heritage partners and end users aiming 

to analyse how 3D-COFORM tools will work in their existing business environments. This 

will be done by conducting deployment experiments, in which specific tools, 

documentation, training and support will be delivered to CH organisations throughout the 

year. Feedback are collected according to a pre-defined testing protocol which ensure all 

experiment’s results are comparable.  

 

Figure 2: Testing sequence, adapted from D3.1 

To optimize work, the “acceptance” testing event will preferably be carried out during a workshop 

at project events or other events attended by a number of internal users and involved developers. 
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These events usually take 1-2 days and may be co-located with workshops and seminars (Task 

12.2).   On-line testing will take place continuously after the tools being released and the 

Integration Week Meeting in the autumn.  

Deployment experiments will take place during a longer period and are usually co-located with 

pre-deployment training (Task 12.1). The need to have hands-on training to support deployment 

experiments in the future has been confirmed by the first training week that was favourably 

received by attendees in November 2009 in Nicosia, Cyprus (D10.1 section 5.1). 

 

Acceptance testing event  

2011 At the post review meeting 

2012 At the post review meeting 

On-line acceptance testing  

2011 Continuously from February to October 

2012 Continuously from February to October 

Release testing  

2011 and 2012 Through the program of deployment 

experiments that have been selected 

partners additional experiments to be 

defined during Year 3 for Year 4 

Table 1: Plan for Year 3 and 4 

3.3 Example: the LC2RMF-CNRS procedure 

3.3.1 The formal request 

The very first step in a 3D digitization campaign consists for the museum of writing a formal 

intervention request. This document is written between the museum, and the organization doing 

the digitization. It contains the following information: 

 The information about the museum demanding the digitization:  
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o the name, address and phone number of the museum 

o the name and signature of the curator in charge of the art piece 

o the insurance information 

 The information relative to the art work: 

o the type of art work and domain concerned (archaeology, painting, sculpture...) 

o the general information about the art work: its author, origin, age, materials, legal 

owner 

o the desired environment (if any) in which the art work must be kept: specific 

climatic conditions required, minimum and maximum temperature of conservation, 

adequate moisture level, specific lighting conditions 

o the dimensions / weight of the art work 

o the current state of the art piece: is the art piece fragile? Can the CNRS-LC2RMF 

remove its pedestal / frame? Can the CNRS-LC2RMF take sample of the art piece? Is 

there any recommendation for handling the art piece? 

 The information about the demand: 

o the place where the digitization will occur 

o the desired date of digitization 

o the purpose of the digitization (exhibit project, research, article...) 

o the name of the person / company who will carry on the transportation of the art 

piece 

This formal request should be studied and answered to by a committee, taking into account the 

availability of the researchers, the date asked, and the specific conditions linked to the art piece. 

3.3.2 The venue of the art piece 

The organization doing the digitization should make the arrangements for the venue of the object: 

a secured location is prepared, and the necessary climatic conditions are put in place if needed. 

The day of the arrival, the curator making the demand should check if all the requirements from 

the formal request are met. 
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3.3.3 The digitization process 

The person in charge of the digitization will be informed of the arrival of the art work in good 

order and of the schedule that was planned by the committee and the museum. Even when the 

object is inside the organization, any movement has to be recorded, and every art work must be 

put back in place in the secured location once the work on it has been done.  

Moving an object out of the secured location should never be done with bare hands: for instance, 

a basket filled with polystyrene foam could be used in order to move it. Depending on the object, 

a pair of gloves might be required to touch it. 

The digitization process itself should takes place in a location where the lighting can be fully 

controlled and where there is sufficient space in order to move around the object if needed. If the 

digitization takes more than a day (depending on the size of the object and the digitization 

technique), the object should be put back in place in the secured location for the night. For 

obvious security reasons, no art piece should be left unattended in an unsecured room. 

Once the art piece has been digitized, the person responsible for the digitization and its 

organization make contact with the museum and arrange the return of the object. The results are 

discussed directly between the researcher and the curator of the museum having done the 

intervention request. 

3.3.4 Overall assessment 

The overall assessment is carried out at 2 levels: from the researcher's point of view, and from the 

curator's point of view, the researcher bringing its technical competence, as the curator assesses 

the quality and usability of the 3D model, and provides all the documentation about it.  

3.3.5 Quality assessment 

Depending on what is the aim of the digitization, the quality assessment varies from a curator to 

another. For digitization for demonstration purposes, the curator will focus on the best looking 

quality, with the best colours. In the case of a shape study (for instance, the comparison of two 

models together) the curator won't need the colour information, but will focus on the small details 

of the shape. Therefore, there is no fixed plan for the quality assessment, as it depends on what 

the curator intends to do with the 3D model.  

However, 3D digitization is a method that is considered only when the aims of the curator really 

justify it, as it can be more time consuming than other techniques. This follows the London 

Charter's 2nd principle: a computer-based visualisation method should normally be used only when 

it is the most appropriate available method for that purpose. 

3.3.6 Technical assessment 

For the sustainability of the model, a backup of the digital data is done in multiple format:  
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 the proprietary format (depending on the digitization technique) is saved separately, in 

order to allow migration to different format 

 the working format, mostly PLY or OBJ format, used to display more easily the model, with a 

variety of software 

This strategy follows the London Charter's 5th principle made to ensure the long-term 

sustainability of cultural heritage related computer-based visualisation outcomes. 

3.3.7 Archiving 

Although we don't use yet a repository that would contain both the 3D model and the information 

in the same database, we always keep the model linked to an inventory number, allowing us to dig 

in the EROS database to get any needed information about the model. This follow the 3rd and 4th 

principle of the London Charter:  

 3rd principle: In order to ensure the intellectual integrity of computer-based visualisation 

methods and outcomes, relevant research sources should be identified and evaluated in a 

structured and documented way. 

 4th principle: Sufficient information should be documented and disseminated to allow 

computer-based visualisation methods and outcomes to be understood and evaluated in 

relation to the contexts and purposes for which they are deployed. 

3.3.8 Problems encountered 

Most of the problems encountered are linked to the museum making the demand for a digitization 

campaign, and the request they may have in term of qualification of the personnel, security and 

scheduling. 

3.3.9 Qualification of the personnel 

Depending on the art work, some extra precaution might need to be taken for the handling of the 

artwork. The biggest risk arises from the manual handling of the object, therefore a set of rules 

have to be decided between the curator and the organization, to know who will handle the art 

work, in what manner, what part can or cannot be touched, and does the person need gloves in 

order to touch the object.  
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Type of object Specific precautions 

Ceramic vase - Handling with cotton gloves, in order to avoid humidity from the hands  

to alter the object 

- Never hold the vase by its handle 

Ceramic sarcophagus - Need to be manipulated by specialists with special machinery, due to 

its weight (~ 400kg) 

- Cannot be easily digitized in lighting controlled environment, due to 

the difficulties to move such object 

Furniture - Handling with cotton gloves 

- Some old mechanism are fragile, therefore some special care is needed 

when handling the object 

Obsidian stones - Handling can be done with bare hands, the stone being resistant 

Golden figurines - Handling with cotton gloves 

Mummified head - Handling with cotton gloves 

- Extra care is needed when manipulating the object, because the skin 

can be easily pierced 

Skull - Handling with cotton gloves 

- Extra care is needed when manipulating the object, because the jaw is 

a part that can break easily or fall 

Table 2: Example of handling precautions for various objects 

3.3.10 Security 

The security problems to be considered, not only concern the risk of theft, but also fire and flood 

protection, and the moving of the object from its original place of storage. 
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During transportation to the venue of the object of the organization doing the digitization, it is the 

responsibility of the museum and its staff to ensure the security of the art piece. After the object 

has been delivered, the responsibility lies entirely in the hands of the organization taking the 

piece. 

A secured location needs to be prepared, with an anti-theft system, fireproof door, and if the case 

applies, flood protection. Furthermore, the climatic conditions in this location might have to be 

controlled, especially humidity and temperature. 

3.3.11 Scheduling 

The scheduling is a problem to be taken into account, especially when an art piece is exposed to 

the public. An agreement needs to be reached between the museum and the organization, to have 

an exact schedule of the objects at the venue, sometimes requiring the digitization to be done in a 

short amount of time. 
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4 Acceptance Testing 

During year 2 of 3D-COFORM two rounds of acceptance testing took place. The first was workshop 

based and was held in Heraklion, Crete on the 4th of June 2010 at the Foundation for Research 

and Technology – Hellas. The second was conducted remotely on-line in October 2010. The aim of 

the testing was to demonstrate the potential and test the usability, robustness, and usefulness of 

the tools developed during the first year of 3D-COFORM and to gather suggestions for further 

development.  

4.1 Workshop based testing 

The testing workshop held in Heraklion involved presentations on 3D-COFORM, testing activities, 

three different use-case scenarios, and an introduction to the repository infrastructure to ensure 

users were aware of the crucial role this tool plays in the 3D-COFORM integrated infrastructure. 

The workshop was attended by the Victoria & Albert Museum, C2RMF, Cyprus Institute, MICC, 

CULTNAT, FORTH, as well as some external professionals in the sector. The tools being tested were 

ARC 3D, MeshLab, AnnoMAD, Footprint Extractor, and CityEngine. Previous knowledge about the 

tools was very diverse, partly due to the fact that some testers were involved in the project and 

knew the tools being produced and some were not. Some testers had also previously attended 

training involving ARC 3D and Meshlab.  

During the hands-on sessions users interacted with the tools in the following scenarios: 

 3D capture and documentation of tangible heritage using digital pictures, led by KUL and 

ISTI-CNR.  

 Enriching multilingual textual heritage documents using CIDOC-CRM, led by PIN and UoB.  

 3D procedural modelling of a heritage site using building footprints extracted from a map, 

led by ETHZ and UEA.  

Testers spent around 45 minutes testing each scenario in groups of 4 or 5 using 2 or 3 PCs in each 

testing area.  Each session included an explanation by the developer of a test case using the tools, 

some testing by users (although time did not permit this in every case), and response to a 

questionnaire regarding the tools used in the scenario.  

Feedback was collected via quantitative and qualitative methods, by video recording the 

conversation of each session, through round table discussion to gather overall impressions on the 

scenarios, and by questionnaire. Questions varied according to each scenario to cover the 

different tools used, but generally covered user background, their opinion on several aspects of 

the scenario including the tool’s user interface, the tool’s functionalities, the tool’s intended user 
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and other potential uses for the scenario. The workshop as a whole was also evaluated, with the 

aim of understanding whether the format used was adequate for this type of testing. Feedback 

was collected via a questionnaire and through a round table discussion.  

It had been intended, through the questionnaire, that testers would provide an indication of the 

user profiles (e.g. cultural heritage professionals, academic users) that should be targeted for each 

tool. However, since all testers considered themselves to be potential target users, it appeared 

that any user profile could therefore be a potential target if the user already had or developed the 

right skills to use the tool. In addition, two different types of stakeholders or users were identified. 

Professionals who see themselves as using the results produced by the tools/toolchains and are 

not interested on how the tools work, and professionals who will be using the tool and want to 

know more about how the tools work. Both types varied in area of specialisation as well as level of 

knowledge/skills on 3D and annotations.  

In general, feedback indicated that testers were just below satisfied with the workshop and its 

format, mostly due to the lack of time to try out tools during the hands-on sessions. Testers found 

it difficult to give their opinion/feedback without first being able to learn how to use the tool and 

then to try the different functionalities. In addition, testers also suggested a two-stage approach, 

where they could receive training, go back to their organisations to use the tools, and then re-

group to present results and feedback on the tools. Questions and comments during the testing 

sessions focused on wanting to know more about the capabilities of the tools, as well as making 

suggestions and queries about whether other additional functionalities were possible. The main 

feedback was that the mechanism to test the tools needed to be improved to allow more time for 

learning and interaction. 

4.2 On-line testing 

The learning from Heraklion was taken forward and informed the different approach taken in the 

second round of acceptance testing, whereby the testing of specific development issues (as 

identified by developers) was done by CH partners within their own organisations using test 

information supplied to them. Due to the limited pool of individuals available to test it was not 

possible in this round to carry out a skills audit and match tools where most appropriate as initially 

intended. Instead CH partners were asked to identify the tools they wished to test, according to 

their interest or current areas of work.   

One of the challenges presented by asking CH partners to carry out tests within their own 

organisation, was to ensure they had sufficient information to perform the test effectively without 

the guiding presence of the tool developer. As a solution to this each developer was asked to 

produce a Test Package for their tool containing: 

 details of the tool and specific functionalities to be tested   
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 instructions for use, including how are where to download appropriate software and test 

data 

 support material, such as web based tutorials or help forums 

 links to the online feedback questionnaire 

The Test Packages and test data documents were stored centrally and were accessed by each CH 

partners when they wished to perform a test.  

The tools tested in this round were ARC 3D, MeshLab, CityEngine and FootprintExtractor, as 

before. It was initially intended that AnnoMAD be tested in this round also, but the time taken to 

carry out necessary upgrades left insufficient time for CH partners to test within the agreed time 

frame. Acceptance tests were carried out by the Victoria and Albert Museum, Cyprus Institute, 

CULTNAT, C2RMS, Brighton University and MICC. The majority of CH partners involved performed 

tests on more than one tool and some performed tests with more than one individual to broaden 

the test out to curatorial staff.   

Feedback was collected primarily through on-line questionnaires, the questions for which were 

tailored to the functionalities of the tool being tested and the specific queries of the developers. 

However, all contained questions regarding the user’s background and familiarity with the tool, as 

well as a selection of questions relating to Processing, User interface, Input / output, and Overall 

satisfaction with the tool. Some CH partners chose to supply additional information about the test 

experience and this has been recorded. Specific feedback on the method of using test packages 

and user questionnaires for acceptance testing was also by developers and testers given during 

the IWM.  

All those who carried out the tests worked in the cultural heritage field and used the tools in a 

professional context. Most, but not all, were familiar with 3D technology but whilst some users 

rated themselves as having expert knowledge others reported only basic knowledge.  Across the 

board the level of familiarity and prior knowledge of 3D technology in general, or the individual 

tools specifically, did not correlate with the positive or negative nature of the user experience 

during testing. However, those with basic knowledge and/or nor prior knowledge of tools did 

comment significantly on the technical language used in the support materials provided for tools 

and the user interface of the tool itself. Those with prior knowledge found the language less 

difficult.  

Users provided useful comments on a range of additional features they would like to see in each 

of the tools and many of these related to easier to use dialogue boxes, clearer user options and 

improved support materials, such as on-line tutorials and user manuals. In particular users were 

looking for speed and reliability. For complex tools such as MeshLab users who were new to the 

tool expressed a need for formal training for them to understand and use the tool to its full 
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potential. It was also felt that some of the testing implied a prior knowledge of 3D technologies 

and needed explanation before the test could continue.  

Whilst these experiences might have led to frustration by the users, comments from developers 

suggests they found it useful to receive feedback from a full range of users, not just those with 

prior knowledge. It also points quite clearly to the need for developers to develop user friendly 

support materials if complex 3D tools are to be taken up widely within the Cultural Heritage 

sector.  

For 3D-COFORM the feedback has implications in terms of methodology for acceptance testing in 

Year 3. There is an evident need to more closely ally training and rounds of acceptance testing 

where budgets permit, and to ensure improved mechanisms for collecting and sharing feedback 

between developers and users. Whilst on-line testing has had advantages over the workshop 

approach, in allowing users time with the tools and obtaining from them unbiased feedback, it 

does not allow for important interaction between developers and their users. Feedback from both 

rounds of testing will be taken into account in trying to strike the balance in Year 3.  
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5 Deployment experiments 

During the course of year 2 a range of deployment experiments were undertaken by the following 

partners:  

 C2RMF (FR)  

 CULTNAT (EG) 

 Cyprus Institute (CY) 

 University of Bonn (DE) 

 MICC (IT) 

 Victoria and Albert Museum (UK) 

 

Experiments tested the capabilities and limitations of scanning hardware and modelling software 

against a range of different object types, materials, textures, colours and sizes. The experiments 

involved using acquisition tools, such as 3D scanners and photogrammetry, and some combined 

different methodologies to enhance results. In many cases the experiments started to define 

workflow, processes and pipelines, attempting to answer some of the questions which arose 

during the first year of 3D-COFORM. For example, D10.1 reported that it was considered 

important to know how much time had to be spent for each artefact to produce a 3D model. The 

issue is related to the cost/benefit of having a 3D model instead of just photography as many 

museums currently use. It was also thought important to understand the accuracy of the 

technology and the support required in selecting the most suitable tools for the job, progressing 

towards guidelines for selection and use for accurate results.  The experiments of year 2 explored 

these issues and others, marking the progression between the consultation and early tests of year 

1 towards the more mature deployment experiments anticipated in year 3.  

The following sections describe the activities of the different organisations involved.  

5.1 C2RMF 

C2RMF carried out a number of experiments using the NextEngine camera and MeshLab. The 

experiments divide into three broad areas.  

 One group of experiments examined the performance of the technology against a selection 

of different objects. The objects were defined by their distinctive surface finishes and the 

potential challenge they posed in terms of data capture. For example Next Engine was used 
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to analyse the surface features of XVIIth century furniture. It was found that surface 

variations were difficult to detect where heterogeneous materials were used. The laser 

triangulation technique was tested on obsidian, a highly reflective material. As expected 

the laser scanner was ineffective on the raw obsidian but the use of a matt powder could 

be used to reduce the reflection and improve the results. Golden figurines were also 

scanned using NextEngine and a 3D model was constructed. Some holes were visible due 

to the reflective nature of the material. For highly complex shape and material two 

mummified heads Figures 2, 3 were tested. This experiment concluded that merging ARC 

3D and NextEngine models provided a better result than using either tool individually. The 

images below show models of the same Maori head generated individually by ARC 3D and 

NextEngine. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: ARC 3D model after cleaning 

 

 Figure 4: NextEngine final model 

 

 Using a set of over 60 Greek vases, a larger scale experiment started to test the process 

needed for mass digitisation, attempting to define techniques to quickly scan and process 

large numbers of objects. This experiment is still on-going and at present scan and 

processing times are still below what is anticipated by museum curators, the end users. 

Optimisation continues, especially concerning post processing to improve the colour of the 
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models. It is thought that the image registration that will come in future versions of 

MeshLab will improve this process. 

 The final type of experiment used scientific tools for shape comparison in a small group of 

varnished Islamic vases, with the aim of identifying from the stamps around the vases 

whether they came from the same workshop. They were too large to examine by 

traditional methods. MeshLab was used to measure the differences between the 3D 

models and so proved the vases to have the same place of origin. 

 

5.2 CULTNAT 

CULTNAT focussed their experiments on testing the use of Nikon D200 DSLR cameras and ARC 3D 

and MeshLab software in the digital capture and modelling of objects of different scale. The first 

experiment used small replicas of Greek and Pharonic sculptures and concluded that 3D 

reconstruction from photos was a simple and effective approach though the pipeline needed 

optimisation. The second experiment tested how to digitise very large sculptures in an outdoor 

environment using the same technology. Colossal statues were used (3m and higher) in the 

Egyptian Museum garden. For this experiment the challenge was getting the camera to a 

viewpoint higher than the statue itself, with the conclusion that for more than 15m solutions other 

than special tripods need to be found. The result was that it was not possible to acquire the data 

necessary to create a model reconstruction in this case. 

Figure 5: Unrolled mesh of Islamic vase 
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Figure 6: Experiment 1 result Figure 7: Experiment 2 result 

5.3 Cyprus Institute 

 

The Cyprus Institute carried out a significant number of experiments, exploring the effectiveness 

of a range of different scanning equipment and software and a range of objects, sites and 

monuments.  
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Figure 8: Mesh representation of part of the Idalion archaeological site, Cyprus 

 Tests on 3D scanning acquisition were carried out on stone axes, vases, an architrave and a 

complex monument using a variety of tools including 3D-COFORM NextEngine, and 

MeshLab. Pipelines for 3D data acquisition and post-processing were defined.  

 A variety of experiments took place at archaeological sites, using 3D data acquisition to aid 

understanding of complex architecture, for documenting and analysing remains, and for 

documenting stratigraphy. The 3D technologies used were found to improve the analysis 

and understanding of the archaeological sites. Ideas for data integration of two or more 

methodologies for the successful data acquisition of entire archaeological sites were also 

developed.  

 A set of sculptures was scanned to make comparisons between two different scanning 

techniques, structured light and multi-stripe triangulation. The result was that the models 

acquired through both techniques were found to be accurate enough to allow 

morphological measurements and in terms of quality were found to be equal. 

 A small group of experiments explored the use of digital acquisition for documentation, 

conservation and virtual reconstruction. For example, the virtual reconstruction of a vase 

was used to inform planning for restoration, whilst digital acquisition of some human teeth 

led to the creation of an accurate record of the object prior to destructive C14 analysis.  

Digital acquisition and 3D reconstruction of a bronze-age boat for documentation and 

restoration purposes made possible the accurate construction of a detailed replica model. 
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New conservation of the original is also planned using the detailed information resulting 

from the scan. 

 The NextEngine scanner was tested on a range of objects to assess performance with 

different materials, such as flint, bronze and human bone. The benchmarking test 

demonstrated the possibility of establishing guidelines for the digital acquisition of 

different object categories in order to simplify work, save time and achieve better results. 

5.4 University of Bonn 

The University of Bonn has worked with the Museum “Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland” in Bonn to experiment with what kind of objects can be acquired 

with the Multiview Dome and how well the objects can be acquired compared with a traditional 

laser scan. The raw data is still being processed but so far the experiment has shown that the 

traditional laser scanner did not deliver satisfactory results. It is anticipated that the results from 

the Multiview Dome will improve on this. 

 

  

Figure 9: Objects coming from "Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland" 

 

 

5.5 MICC 

MICC conducted a number of experiments on artworks from the Bargello Museum in Florence to 

test the intrinsic limits and systematic errors of technology in the acquisition of marble, terracotta, 

ceramic and bronze. Acquisitions were made in two phases, the first in January 2010, the second 

in May 2010. Both phases used a structured light based scanner, ScanProbe LT by Scan Systems. 
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Objects were selected according several criteria including accessibility of location, dimensions 

(small / medium size) and artistic technique (surface / materials / manufactured relevance). 

 

Figure 10: Ceramic – Rittratto di Giovane Gentildonna by Andrea della Robbia 

 

The result of the experiments was that the structured light scanner successfully measured the 

terracotta, marble and bronze, even when placed in an uncontrolled lighting environment, and 

when the colour of the material was very dark. The digital acquisition of ivory objects, however, 

was not successful, evaluation of the shape failing due to the translucency of the material.  
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Figure 11: Marble – Dama Col Mazzolino by 

Verrochio 

Figure 12: Bronze – David by Verrochio 

 

The results will help inform the choice of technology for future scanning and 3D modelling, with 

structured light technology appearing to be suitable for a range of materials, excluding ivory. The 

experiments have also demonstrated to the Polo Museale Fiorentino how 3D digital models might 

be used for museum promotion. 

5.6 Victoria and Albert Museum 

A number of small but focussed experiments were undertaken to test the capabilities of different 

scanners. 
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Figure 13: Textile acquired with Mini-Dome 

 

 A broad range of material types were scanned using the Mini Dome and a number of models 

were made. Some objects, such as feathers proved quite difficult, as did reflective metals 

where fine detail could not be resolved and fine were markings lost. 

 Another set of objects was scanned using the in hand scanner from the University of 

Brighton and models were made using MeshLab. The experiment concluded that the 

scanner did not acquire texture very well and that there was a loss of detail in the final 

models. Glass did not work at all. 

 Old models made in previous years with 3D SOM software were cleaned up using MeshLab 

and Adobe Photoshop. A big improvement in quality was noted. 

 Colour acquisition was tested using a wide range of small objects, a NextEngine camera and 

MeshLab. The accurate reconstruction of colour in 3D models of objects, to satisfy the 

demands of curators and public users, is identified as an important area for development.  

 Non automatic capture was tested by using hand rotation rather than relying on the 

NextEngine turntable and this was thought to work well.  
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Figure 14: Ivory captured using Mini-Dome 

5.7 Sussex statues 

This activity focuses on enabling volunteers in pursuit of cultural heritage objectives to deploy 3D-

COFORM tools for acquiring 3D content. Year 2 has resulted on the first exercise with volunteers in 

the County of Sussex in England using ARC 3D to acquire public sculptures in the city of Brighton.  

The initial trials on year 1 had highlighted the need to provide a suitable induction to the use of 

ARC 3D. In particular, this induction needs to enable the public to take good quality photographs 

which could result in a 3D model. Hence, the exercise on year 2 focused on enabling the public to 

undertake digitisation by providing them with a good degree of knowledge on the use of 

photogrammetry.  

The exercise was done as part of the Heritage Open Days 2010, which includes a range of activities 

which bring to life local history and culture for the public. With support from the PMSA (Public 

Monuments and Sculptures of Sussex), the exercise took place over 2 days. It consisted mainly of a 

short induction and practical exercises –lasting around 2 hours in total - to interested groups of 4-

5 members of the public at a time on the use of photogrammetry. The exercise focused on how to 

acquire a good set of base images for uploading to ARC 3D in addition to an introduction on the 

use of Meshlab to visualise the results.  Once the supporting material was delivered through an 

introductory session and additional material (see figure 1 for an example of a leaflet), a real world 

example was used to help the participants understand the issues involved with the practicalities of 

acquiring photos. 
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Figure 15: Leaflets produced to support the public on taking good quality photorgraphs for ARC 3D 

The self selecting group of participants had a background in digital photography or film making 

and where interested in ways which they could include 3D models within their work. Initially, the 

participants photographed a relief inside the building which produced a good set of well cropped 

and lit photos before moving outside. Once outside, participants struggled to photograph a statue 

due to the conditions. Those with compact cameras, where they were unable to manually adjust 

the shutter speed produced a photo set which had visually different colours for the object.  

Overall they found it easier to work in pairs, with the partner helping to make sure they are 

staying the correct distance out, and checking rotating angles. However the amateur 

photographers preferred to work alone and wanted to jump straight in with really difficult objects 

for ARC 3D to produce a 3D model in one step due to their size and complexity. The vast majority 

of participants were interested in attending future workshops in how they can process and clean 

the meshes provided by Arch3D within Meshlab.  

The exercise was very useful, not necessarily in terms of acquiring content, but highlighted real 

issues which the public will have if they will be targeted for producing 3D content. It was evident 

that if 3D-COFORM wants to engage the public in a mass digitalisation project, there is a need to 

focus on photography clubs or those already interested in photography and Cultural Heritage as 

they already have skills which are critical for the successful use of ARC 3D to produce 3D models. It 

also highlighted that in order to acquire complex objects,  which is the case for the majority of the 

sculptures (see figure 2), will require volunteers to acquire skills in the use of Meshlab as several 

sets of meshes produced by ARC 3D need to be combined in order to produce a successful 3D 

model. Otherwise a two step process will be required, where a smaller group of volunteers with 

the right skills in processing 3D meshes using ARC 3D and Meshlab will process the photographs 

resulting from a larger group of volunteers. 
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Figure 16: Examples of sculptures in the county of Sussex 

Further work on this area will be conducted next year with the lessons learned from this years’ 

exercise. 

5.8 Learning from deployment experiments  

When considered as a whole, it is evident that there has been significant progression of 

understanding and thought, in relation to both the technical capabilities of the equipment and the 

way the technology can be applied. They have started to demonstrate how 3D digital technology 

can answer the user needs of cultural heritage professionals, for example by informing decisions 

on conservation or restoration, providing new levels of documentation of sites and objects, or 

aiding object classification and identification. Importantly, the experiments have also started to 

highlight potential pipelines for efficiency and guidelines for use, which can be taken forward and 

refined to answer questions of workflow, cost efficiency, and which tools for which job. The 

learning from across this group of experiments will serve to inform the more focussed deployment 

experiments of year 3.  

5.9 Planning for Year 3 

All deployment experiments proposed by project partners were formally reviewed and assessed 

for suitability and benefit to 3D-COFORM during October 2010. Each proposal was assessed by a 

review team drawn from members of the Enterprise Board or Executive Committee, with two 

members of the review team assessing each proposal and no reviewer commenting on proposals 

that they had a vested interest in. The process was explained to partners in advance and was fully 

documented. Scores and comments were collated and formally noted to each proposal leader.  

Included in this notification and feedback was an indication of the planning budget allocated by 

3D-COFORM to the proposal. The budget allocation was in all cases contingent on proposers 

providing additional detail and revisions, and each was invited to hold discussions with the 
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Enterprise Board to revise their proposals in line with the comments given. CMC facilitated and 

coordinated these revisions, with final approval resting with the review team.  

 
Unallocated Budget committed to the Year 3 Projects will be drawn from: 
 

 K Euros 

Deployment experiments 69 

Dissemination 10 

Training 29 

Demonstrations 23 

Total Direct Costs 131 

Table 3: Plan for next period 

 

The result of the assessment of the deployment experiment proposals is as follows:  

 3 Projects may be combined into 1 integrated project. 

 Projects should be taken forward in Year 3 

 3 Projects may be undertaken in Year 4 

 2 Projects are already being undertaken / planned by partners and there is no requirement 

for a Deployment Experiment in this area. 

Unallocated Funds have been retained for further deployment experiments, dissemination, 

training and demonstrations in Year 4.  

It is expected that all deployment experiments (Task 10.2) will engage with and provide feedback 

on acceptance testing issues (Task 10.1). The Year 3 and 4 Acceptance Testing Plan is approved as 

a separate action. Where this requires specific acceptance testing additional Acceptance Testing 

budget may be provided on a case by case basis.  
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6 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation 

Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation aim to assess “the investment in 3D-digital assets 

and the business models for their capture, maintenance (including costs of long-term 

preservation) and exploitation.” The current phase of work on these activities has been focused on 

three principal areas: 

 An investigation of possible business models needed to sustain 3D at cultural heritage sites. 

 Refining the 3D-ISF model for impact assessment with interviews with heritage managers 

and conference presentations. 

 Converting the 3D-ISF model into a training model. 

6.1 Business Modelling Analysis 

In view of the cuts to cultural spending that are being witnessed across Europe it was felt that this 

was a valuable area to contribute to this year.  The dissemination of these results in the coming 

year has the potential to benefit heritage sites of all descriptions who are contemplating 

digitisation (both 2D and 3D).  Business modelling is intimately bound with long term impacts and 

outcomes.  Furthermore, the business modelling has helped to feed into the development of the 

VCC (Task 11.2). 

The business modelling was approached from a holistic perspective. The 3D-ISF model highlights 

the importance of contextual factors for influencing impact. Such factors include funding and 

business models. If these areas are neglected then the overall impact of a 3D digitisation can be 

negatively influenced. Therefore an extensive study has been conducted of business models that 

can be used to sustain digitisation projects.   

Business models do not exist in isolation.  As the 3D-ISF model emphasises numerous contextual 

factors affect the potential for models to succeed. These have been studied in detail and include 

issues as diverse as organisational ethos, ICT infrastructure and copyright. 

Furthermore, a number of beneficiaries of 3D digitisation were elucidated ranging from education, 

governments, creative industries, commercial enterprises and individuals.  Assessing the different 

beneficiaries and the needs of various end user groups today will allow the heritage sector to gain 

a clearer idea of how the assets the sector holds can be adapted to provide value and revenues.  

The end user is crucial when considering revenue streams and models. 
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By understanding these beneficiaries in more detail it has been possible to develop a number of 

business models that could help to sustain digitisation projects and their sites.  Moreover, the 

heritage sector has been preceded in seeking new revenue models from the digital sphere by 

others in the creative sector including film producers, book publishers, the music industry, and 

creative artists.  Lessons learned from these sectors have been applied to the development of 

models for 3D heritage digitisation. 

The diversity of heritage sites and nature of such models would most likely lead to most adopting 

a hybrid approach, where a variety of models are used simultaneously. 

6.2 Refining the 3D ISF model 

The model has been presented at three further conferences this year including; 

 Heritage Impact 2010, Brighton, UK (April 2010) 

 VAST 2010, Paris, France (September 2010) 

 EuroMed 2010, Lemnos, Cyprus (November 2010) 

These three conferences were selected because of their differing but complimentary participant 

profiles.  Heritage Impact with its business practitioners, and VAST and EuroMed with their 

technical practitioners and perspectives.  A workshop was also run at Heritage Impact on the 3D-

ISF model and its application.  These conferences have allowed the academic robustness of the 

model to be tested as well as disseminating the results to a wider audience (approximately 320+ 

attendees). 

The model has also been refined through interviews with heritage site managers, whose 

perspectives have allowed a deeper understanding of those wishing to undertake 3D digitisation. 

This has helped influence the left hand side of the model associated with strategy. 

6.3 3D-ISF training model 

In order for the 3D-ISF model to achieve its maximum potential dissemination it needs to be 

adapted from a technical academic model to one which can be used in training sessions.  This will 

be important for the model to be used in the VCC-3D, the masters course and for other 

dissemination opportunities to the heritage sector.  The training model has been developed and 

has been first used at a workshop at Heritage Impact 2010. This allowed the model to be revised 

further so as to increase its effectiveness as a training mechanism. 
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It is apparent that these three complementary areas of study feed into numerous other areas of 

3D-COFORM both in Work Package 11 and beyond. 
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7 Virtual Centre of Competence in 3D (VCC-3D)  

The principal aims of the VCC-3D will be to “support CH institutions considering 3D digitisation 

campaigns, from an independent viewpoint” (see D10.1- Section 2.3) and “to promote and further 

the role of 3D digital assets within the broader EDL context.” (see D.10.1 – Section 9). 

Within this there are a number of sub-aims (see D.10.1 – Section 9) which could be considered to 

be ‘Outward looking’. These are to:  

 Provide independent advice on 3D digitisation technologies (Consultation services) 

 Act as a broker in helping organisations in search of those with competences. 

 Organise, maintain (or organize maintenance), and provide access to a range of tools in 

capturing and processing 3D assets and their associated metadata, etc. 

 Encourage and enhance the potential of voluntary groups and individuals to generate usable 

user-created 3D content. 

 Provide suitable training or consultancy services. 

In addition (from “activities” in D 10.1) the VCC-3D will aim to: 

 Try to solve real problems proposed by CH institutions; 

 Propose case studies; 

 Provide access to the literature produced by the project members’ 

Furthermore there will be ‘inward looking’ aims/activities, these include: 

 To validate develop technologies from 3D COFORM partners; 

 Validation of the protocols and the standards proposed to facilitate mass 3D acquisition;  

 Being the client/tester/evaluator in the spiral development model; 

 In collaboration with the ’Collaborating Cultural Heritage Institution’’ choose the case 

studies; 

 Validation of the protocols and the standards proposed to facilitate mass 3D acquisition; 
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 Significantly, there are additional strategic aims, especially linking with Europeana and 

national strategies re digitization and preservation in cooperation with other EC-project 

originated Competence centres such as PrestoPRIME (D 10.1 –Sections 2.3 and 9) 

Additional proposed key aims have been determined from the Market Strategy Analysis work as 

follows: 

 Include European 3D industry within the target clients of VCC-3D, especially hi-tech SMEs. 

This is because the CH Sector depends so heavily upon them already and this appears likely 

to become even more the case as the aftermath of the Global Economic Crisis bites and 

public spending cutbacks intensify. e.g. Greece, Ireland, UK. 

 Include also Universities engaged in applied 3D work in the CH Sector, especially those with 

University museums e.g. UCL & Petrie Museum. 

 Include also Research Institutes engaged in applied 3D work in the CH Sector.. 

NB Such organizations – or at least some of them –will also be capable of supplying expert advice 

in their own areas of particular 3D competence, so they may be seen as having a potential dual 

role vis a vis the VCC-3D. Essentially, this view means that in the medium to long term, the VCC-3D 

should not be restricted just to the original Consortium. 

7.1 Legal Framework 

Legal and management structures for the VCC-3D are being examined and will probably be 

informed by a ‘Social Enterprise’ concept. They will be ‘Distributed’ (3D COFORM partner subset) 

and make maximum use of the Internet. There will have to be a “skeleton staff’ for coordination 

and limited management. The VCC-3D as a not for profit entity provides an interface to other 

organisations and impartial advice. 

A number of legal options have been considered e.g. A not for profit umbrella organisation based 

in the UK with partners across Europe providing services to the VCC-3D. Based on the social 

enterprise model this could either be a Company limited by guarantee, Industrial and provident 

society, or a Community interest company. 

The typical structure is a company limited by guarantee as it is straightforward to register and 

requires minimal provision. It requires registration at Companies House, London. A minimum of 

one board director should sign the papers and it can have charitable status (which requires 

separate application to Charities Commission). It will take about 2 working weeks to set up and 

costs less than £50. 
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If the VCC-3D needs a recognisable legal structure that will lean to funding then a company limited 

by guarantee is the best model. If it will be trade oriented, then the community interest company 

may be a better solution. If a democratic structure is required then an industrial and provident 

society could be the solution. 

Alternatively a European perspective could be envisaged for example: A European Economic 

Interest Group could be set up. The EC Council Regulation n° 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 on the 

European Economic Grouping (EEIG) allows individuals and companies residing or established 

within the EU to co-operate through a legal entity which is governed by a uniform set of rules. 

Alternatively an International Non-Profit Association is possible but less appropriate. Here the 

commercial activities are, from a quantitative point of view, less important than the non-

commercial activities as far as the means being used are concerned; or the commercial activities 

facilitate, directly or indirectly, the non-profit purpose; or the revenues generated by the non-

profit activities are used to facilitate the non-profit purpose. 

For example, in the UK where there is a strong not for profit and social enterprise framework a 

company limited by guarantee is considered to be the best option. 

7.2 Planning 

The June 2010 meetings in Crete were used to inform partners on possible legal structures of the 

VCC-3D based on the analysis that has been conducted to date. Relevant information regarding 

the possible options will be distributed and EB and partners will be invited to comment on the 

potential scenarios for the VCC-3D (see below). 

In Summer 2010 a segmentation analysis will be conducted in order to determine the nature of 

the CH sector in Europe. This will be useful for ascertaining the market for the VCC-3D. 

Segmentation could be conducted according to geographical distribution, type, management and 

ownership, technical expertise and possibly financial health. 

In end of Autumn 2010 the initial implementations of the recommendations will begin. This timing 

is dictated by the cross project meeting that will take place in November. A meeting is being 

arranged by the European Commission between the organisations who are contractually bound to 

create Competence Centres (including 3D-COFORM, IMPACT and Prestoprime). This meeting 

which will either be on the 18th or 26th of November will provide clear guidance on the 

Commission’s position regarding the legal structure of Competence Centres. This will be the time 

when the legal structure will be agreed. 
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7.3 Sustainability 

The VCC-3D will need to provide services in order to become sustainable. The enterprise stand has 

been considering what form these services could take, and what the benefits and liabilities of 

each. 3D COFORM could provide: 

 Consultancy and training (on or off site): 3D COFORM has one of the biggest accumulations 

of 3D heritage skills in Europe, this is clearly something that can be leveraged for training 

and consultancy. 

 Certification/kite mark/quality mark: The VCC could provide a quality standard certificate 

(e.g. Digital models could be graded according to quality such as metadata inclusion). 

 Data warehousing: An off-site repository for 3D data. 

 Data migration: Skills for upwards compatibility of old 3D data (from other formats) 

 Market intelligence: Information services about the 3D marketplace. This requires research 

and so will incur a cost. Is this something that could be outsourced? 

 Equipment: Some partners could provide equipment on loan for a certain number of days a 

year. This could then be used by the partners to provide services. 

Sustainability can be assured by: 

 Membership fee/subscription: a subscription fee could be applied for membership of the 

VCC, with different levels of subscription for suppliers/businesses and CH end users? This is 

the main mechanism that most competence centres are using for sustainability. 

o Issues: budget cuts, more and more competence centres coming on-line crowding 

the market 

 Applying for grants: If the VCC is a legal entity then it can be used as a vehicle for applying 

for future funding, e.g. EC, national; 

o Issues: intermittent, not guaranteed, resource implications for applying for funding 

 Brokerage: the VCC forwards ‘clients’ to members who provide a % brokerage fee 

o Issues: biased? 
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8 Conclusions  

This document has presented the Business Strand progress of the 3D-COFORM project. The main 

aspects treated in the deliverable are: 

 A business process for the development of the activities, which considers the planning, 

deployment and assessment of the 3D-COFORM tools. This plan, named Enterprise Board 

Activity Plan, will be produced in coordination with the technical strand in order to 

consider the release and testing of the tools. 

 Usability and acceptability of testing, which studies users’ acceptance of the 3D-COFORM 

tools. In the following years, this testing will be programmed regularly at least once a year 

to coincide with other project meetings. Feedback will also be gathered in consultation 

with training done during the first year. This will be presented to developers to support 

further improvement of the tools. 

 Deployment experiments, which aim to study the process of using the 3D-COFORM tools 

within CH organisations. 

 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation that incorporates established 

methodologies. In the next year, these will be implemented during the deployment 

experiments to develop their applicability in the field. 

 The first steps on establishing the VCC-3D. It is planned that this Centre will bring together 

the developments of the Business and Sector Engagement Strands. 

Furthermore, the activities performed during the first year have highlighted the importance of the 

business aspects when considering the mass deployment of 3D technology. There is a real need 

from the CH sector to study and address the barriers of different types of organisations for 3D 

mass digitisation as well as to develop guidelines and knowledge to support early decision making 

in 3D digitisation.  

There is a real need for the development of a Virtual Centre of Competence in this area. For this, 

the creation of strategic business models that will enable the support of CH organisation in 

accessing expertise and state of the art 3D technologies are crucial. The next years of the project 

will be dedicated to achieving this vision. 

 

 


